In a model of a swing where the swing is regarded as a pendulum of variable length under friction, we analyse the mechanical equivalence of the pumping manner of the swing. It is shown from the similarity between the forms of equations that for some parameter region the pumping of the swing is nearly equivalent to an external force exerted by an external agent vibrating the axis of another pendulum vertically. In addition, we discuss the parametric resonance of the swing in terms of regular perturbation theory. It is observed that regular perturbation theory can be a good tool for finding the resonance frequency in spite of its weakness in long-term prediction.
Introduction
A swing is an interesting physical object which most people have enjoyed in the playground. The motion of a swing was analysed in a simplified model where the swing is represented as a pendulum of varying length, neglecting the complex behaviour of the person in the swing [1] . In our previous papers [2, 3] , the frictional force from, for example, a viscous fluid and the rotational axis of the swing, was included in order for the simplified model to be more realistic. In the modified model of [2, 3] , we will analyse the dynamical aspects of the swing further in this paper: first, we deal with the mechanical equivalence of the pumping of the person in the swing. The concept of 'equivalence' is found in various fields of physics, e.g., electrodynamics [4] , the general theory of relativity [5] and high-energy particle physics [6] . In this paper we try to extract an equivalence from the system of the swing. The argument using the similarity between the forms of equations shows that for some parameter region, the sitting-and-standing behaviour is nearly equivalent to an external force exerted by an external agent who vibrates the axis of another pendulum vertically. Thus from the argument of the work-energy theorem the pumping behaviour can change the mechanical energy of the The swing is represented as a pendulum of variable length l(t) under the influence of uniform gravity g and a frictional force. (b) Another pendulum whose axis O is moved vertically relative to a fixed point O * by an external agent. The length (i.e., the distance between the axis O and the particle P of mass m) of the pendulum is set to a constant length l * .
swing, playing the role of energy source or sink. Meanwhile, the mechanical equivalence of the pumping implies that the pumping can cause a resonance-like behaviour of the nonlinear oscillator of the swing. The numerical work of [3] confirmed that the parametric resonance of the swing happens at ω p 2ω 0 , where ω p (ω 0 ) is the frequency of the pumping (swing). By using regular perturbation theory [2, 7] for a small expansion parameter, we analyse the mechanism for the phenomenon that parametric resonance of the swing occurs at ω p 2ω 0 .
It is shown that regular perturbation theory can predict the resonance frequency accurately, notwithstanding its weakness in long-term prediction.
Mechanical equivalence of pumping in the model of a swing
In this section, the mechanical equivalence of the pumping in the model of the swing is discussed in comparison with another pendulum where the rotational axis is vertically vibrated by an external agent. The equivalence is closely related to the similarity in the form of equation of motion. First, we discuss the model of a swing. Although there are various manners of riding on a swing, in our analysis we focus on an ordinary pumping mechanism where a swinger repeats sitting and standing alternately by moving her/his centre of mass along the rope of the swing. Thus, the swing + person-system is approximated to a simple pendulum with variable length as in [1] [2] [3] , neglecting the complex structure and motion of the human body. In other words, the sitting-standing behaviour is represented by the time-dependent length l(t) of the swing. In figure 1(a) , the length l(t) is the distance between the point particle of mass m and the rotational axis O. To make the simplified model more realistic, a frictional force from a viscous fluid (e.g., the air) is included. (Note that the fluid is at rest relative to the inertial frame of reference O.) We assume the form of the frictional force to be
where γ drag is the damping constant from the fluid, and v is the velocity of the point particle m relative to the inertial frame O. By considering the gravitational force on the swing, we can derive the equation of motion for the angle θ(t)
where g is the magnitude of a uniform gravitational field g. Since there can be an additional frictional force on the swing from the rotational axis O, the contribution of the frictional force can be represented in the form of
which replaces γ drag of equation (2) with a general damping constant γ = γ drag + γ axis . We can guess the role of the pumping l(t) of equation (2) qualitatively: according to our experience, the sitting-and-standing behaviour is one of the methods for amplifying the angle of the swing, i.e., increasing its mechanical energy. In terms of the work-energy theorem, the observation of the increase in its mechanical energy implies the existence of extra 'external force' on the swing, and thus the sitting-and-standing can be interpreted as an external force. However, in order to be more quantitative, we will investigate more closely the mechanical role of the pumping from a new viewpoint of the equivalence of the pumping to external force. The concept of 'equivalence' is encountered in various fields of physics [4] [5] [6] -the word 'similarity' can be a good substitute for it: for example, when N resistors of resistance R a (a = 1, . . . , N) are connected to a battery in series, the set of the plural resistors is equivalent to a single resistor of resistance R eq = N a=1 R a . (Note that equivalence does not necessarily imply 'equality'.) In addition, the equivalence principle of general relativity is another example. In order to combine the qualitative conjecture with a mathematical form, i.e., find the equivalence of the pumping to an external force at the level of equation, first we observe the motion of the pendulum-the length l(t) of the pendulum in figure 1(a) is varied. This motion of the swing can be realized 'similarly' as follows: as in figure 1(b), when an external agent moves the rotational axis (denoted by O ) of another pendulum up and down (this is surely the situation where an external force acts), the distance between the fixed point O * and the particle P varies like the distance between the point O and the particle m of figure 1(a). If the equation of motion relative to the inertial frame O * of figure 1(b) is similar in form to the original equation (2) of the swing, it is natural to conclude that the pumping motion of the person inside the swing + person-system should be regarded as an external force which changes its mechanical energy. Our strategy for establishing this mechanical equivalence is composed of four main steps:
• Step 1. We derive the equation of the angle θ of the particle P relative to the axis O of figure 1(b). Since the length l * of the vertically driven pendulum is constant in the frame O , we can obtain a simpler form of the equation.
• Step 2. In order to find the equation of θ * relative to the fixed point O * , we derive the relation between the two angles θ and θ * .
• Step 3. By inserting the relation found in step 2 into the equation of step 1, the equation of the angle θ * of figure 1(b) is finally obtained.
• Step 4. By comparing the equation of step 3 with the original equation (2) of figure 1(a), we discuss the mechanical equivalence of the pumping.
First, we will derive the equation of the angle θ relative to the non-inertial frame Othis corresponds to step 1. When the axis is vertically vibrated by the external agent as in figure 1(b) , the position vector r of the particle P relative to the axis O is related to the original position vector r * relative to the fixed point O * via 
where F is the actual force on the pendulum in the inertial frame O * . For simplicity, the frictional force is assumed to be non-existent, i.e., γ = 0. Note that there is an inertial force −m d 2 q dt 2û due to the motion of the point O . We assume that the axis undergoes an oscillatory motion
Thus, for example, for a > 0 at time t = 0 the axis O occupies a position shifted upward by the external agent. In this context, the equation of motion for the angle θ (t) relative to the non-inertial frame O is
where θ (t) is the angular position of the pendulum in the frame O . Note that the length (i.e., the distance between the particle P and the axis O ) of the string of the pendulum is constant in this frame O . Equation (7) can be produced in another type of Lagrangian formulation [8] , where the equation of motion can be obtained by the Hamilton principle using the calculus of variation, after constructing the Lagrangian of the system. Now, we move to step 2, finding the relation between the two angles θ and θ * . By using the law of cosines for the triangle O P O * of figure 1(b) , we have
In addition, the length of the line segment PO * (i.e., | r * |) satisfies
By inserting | r * | of equation (9) into equation (8) , the cosine of the angle θ * is represented as a function of the angle θ , i.e.,
However, the relation between θ and θ * in equation (10) seems to be too complicated for analysis. Thus for a simpler analysis, by assuming
we obtain the approximate relation between the two angles θ and θ *
where all the higher order terms O a l * n (n = 2, 3, . . .) are neglected. After inserting equation (12) into equation (7)-this corresponds to step 3, we attain the approximate differential equation of θ * (t) relative to the inertial frame O * of figure 1(b) , i.e.,
Finally, at step 4, we will discuss the mechanical equivalence by comparing equation (13) with equation (2) . Thus, for comparison, equation (2) for figure 1(a) is treated for the sitting-and-standing motion represented as a periodic change in the length of the swing, e.g.,
In this pumping with α > 0, the swinger is in the standing position at time t = 0. After we Taylor expand equation (2) , the approximate equation for |θ(t)| 1 is found to be
where the frictional force was also neglected (i.e., γ = 0) for simplicity as before. Note that this equation is relative to the inertial frame O. By comparing equation (13) for O * with equation (15) for O, it is shown that when θ * , l * , and a correspond to θ, l 0 , ω p and α respectively, i.e., the original swing of figure 1(a)
the driven pendulum of figure 1(b) , (16) there exists much likeness between the forms of the two equations. (The only difference between the two equations is
( 1) in the last term of equation (15).) This implies that the motion of the swing relative to the inertial frame O can be well approximated by the motion of the externally driven pendulum relative to the inertial frame O * . Therefore, we can safely conclude that for some region of parameters, the sitting-and-standing behaviour of the swinger is nearly equivalent to the external force exerted by some external agent.
Parametric resonance of the swing
In the previous section, we concluded the pumping can be regarded as an additional external force on the swing. Since the swing is a nonlinear oscillator, resonance-like behaviour of the swing caused by the pumping may be expected by analogy with a forced harmonic oscillator. Here we analyse the resonance behaviour of the swing using regular perturbation theory.
Equation (2) is the mathematical representation of our model, which is related to the back-and-forth motion of the swing under the influence of the pumping manner l(t) of a pumping frequency ω p . Since the pumping manner l(t) can be regarded as a time-dependent parameter, equation (2) is treated as a kind of parametric oscillator of the angle θ(t). In [3] , the resonance-like behaviour was described in terms of the elapsed time T spent between the small initial and large final angles, which is determined by the pumping manner: the numerical work [3] showed that the 'elapsed time T versus the pumping frequency' graphs have very narrow and deep valleys around ω p = 2ω 0 , where
is the natural frequency of the swing for a fixed length l 0 and small angles. (See figure 2 showing the 'elapsed time T versus frequency ratio' graph of a trigonometric pumping [3] .) Note that the graph shows very narrow and deep valleys around ω p = 2ω 0 . When the elapsed time T between the initial and final angles is minimum, it seems that the parametric resonance of the swing occurs around ω p = 2ω 0 .
l(t) = 7.15 − 0.15 cos ω p t (m) for the three values of the final angle, 22
• , 45
• and 90
• . This figure has its source in [3] .) When the elapsed time T between the initial and final angles is minimum, it seems that there occurs the parametric resonance at the corresponding optimal pumping l op (t) of the optimal frequency ω op ( 2ω 0 ). Although the form of equation is different, we know a resonance can happen in a forced harmonic oscillator: when the frequency of an external force is close to the natural frequency of the weakly damped oscillator, the 'average power' (corresponding to T) delivered by the force becomes very large [9] . Since in the previous section we have confirmed that the pumping manner is like an external force, it may be expected that resonance-like behaviour can occur in our model of a swing as in a force harmonic oscillator. However, there is a difference in resonance frequency between the swing and the forced harmonic oscillator: the forced harmonic oscillator of natural frequency ω h has the resonance frequency ω ext = ω h , where ω ext is the angular frequency of an external force. But the parametric resonance of the swing happens at ω p 2ω 0 [3] , where ω p is the angular frequency of the pumping manner l(t). Although it can be easily guessed that the difference in resonance frequency comes from the difference between the forms of the equations of the forced oscillator and the swing, here we will analyse more intensively the origin of the parametric resonance at ω p 2ω 0 of the swing.
For a simple analysis, equation (2) is dealt with for the parameter region |α| l 0 1, |θ(t)| 1, and γ = 0.
By using the small parameter
we can expand the solution θ of equation (2) into
Note that the expansion of equation (20) belongs to the 'regular perturbation theory' stated in [2, 7] . After inserting equation (20) into equation (2), we obtain the approximate differential equations of the coefficient functions θ n (t) at the orders of O(λ n ):
. . .,
where the trigonometric pumping of equation (14) was used for simplicity. When the solution θ 0 of equation (21),
is inserted into equation (22), we can find the external 'force' F 1 (t) on the harmonic oscillator θ 1 from the right-hand side of equation (22), i.e.,
has a Fourier component of frequency ω 0 , the oscillator θ 1 (t) will show the resonance behaviour: by using the well-known trigonometric relations (e.g., sin A sin B = − 
the pumping frequency ω p might have two values, ω p = 0 or ω p = 2ω 0 . Because the former value ω p = 0 corresponds to the case without any pumping, it is natural to accept the latter value ω p = 2ω 0 as the proper resonance frequency of the oscillator θ 1 (t). Thus, since the angle of the swing θ(t) increases most rapidly at this resonance frequency, the elapsed time T can be minimum at ω p = 2ω 0 -this prediction agrees well with the numerical works of [3] . Here, we want to state the characteristic aspect of the regular perturbation theory of equation (20): as noted in [2, 7] , regular perturbation theory may not predict the long-term behaviour of the swing accurately. However, in this paper it is shown that regular perturbation theory can give the value of the resonance frequency quite well for some parameter regions. In the meantime, when a frictional force is included (i.e., γ > 0), the coefficient function θ 0 (θ 1 ) becomes a damped harmonic oscillator (forced damped harmonic oscillator). It is well known that as the damping constant γ increases, the 'power versus frequency' graph of the oscillator θ 1 (t) will have a lower and wider peak around ω p = 2ω 0 . Thus the amplification of the angle θ(t) will be slowed down due to the increase in the friction-this prediction is consistent with the numerical result of [3] which was derived via the two-timing method [2, 3, 7] .
Summary
In the model of a swing, where the swing is represented as a pendulum with varying length under friction, we have discussed the mechanical roles of the pumping (i.e., the sitting and standing behaviour of the swinger): first, it was shown by using the similarity between the forms of equations that for some parameter region the pumping of the swing is nearly equivalent to an external force exerted by an external agent vibrating the axis of another pendulum vertically. Thus the pumping behaviour can change the mechanical energy of the swing via the argument of the work-energy theorem-pumping by sitting and standing can make the oscillation of the swing possible. Second, by using the regular perturbation theory of the small expansion parameter λ = α/ l 0 , we explained the phenomenon that parametric resonance related to the elapsed time T occurs at the pumping frequency ω p 2ω 0 . It was observed that regular perturbation theory can be a good tool for finding the resonance frequency in spite of its weakness in long-term prediction.
